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Abstract
In this work we analyze a longitudinal "eld [H] lSR experiment in the spin glass AgMn(0.5 at%) using a cut-o!
power-law dynamical "eld auto-correlation function q(t)"2ct\V exp [!(lt)W]. This function allows us to account for the
data for more than 2.5 orders of magnitude in magnetic "eld and two orders in time. Our results suggest that spin glass
freezing is associated with a dynamical transition from a cut-o! power law to a pure cut-o!.  2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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In a longitudinal "eld lSR (LF-lSR) experiment
one measures the muon polarization along the applied "eld direction P , as a function of the "eld
X
value H and time t. A recent set of experiments on
the Heisenberg spin glass AgMn(0.5 at%) at
¹'¹ , demonstrated that P(H, t) could be under
stood using a "eld}"eld dynamical auto-correlation function q(t),c 1B (t) ) B (0)2 (N is
I ,
,
perpendicular to H) of the form
q(t)"2ct\Vf (t),

(1)

where f (t) is a cut-o! function [1].
This conclusion relied on a simple approach
which was based on one theoretical assumption
and two observations. The theoretical assumption is equivalent to writing P (H, t)"o(c)
X
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;exp[!cCt] dc where C"(1/c)q(q) cos(uq) dq,

o is a distribution function, u"c H, and c is
I
I
the muon gyromagnetic ratio [2,1]. The observations are: (1) for magnetic "elds higher than 125 G,
the muon polarization shows magnetic-"eld
time scaling relations of the form P(H, t)"P(t/HA)
with c(1, and (2) the muon relaxation rate at
H"0 is "nite. The authors of Ref. [1] demonstrated that the exponent c, derived from the
LF-lSR experiment, is related to the exponent x
of the correlation function via c"1!x. They
then went on to argue that the cut-o! function
f must be present in the correlation function in
order for C to be "nite at H"0. However,
the available data and the analysis tools were not
su$cient to account quantitatively for P(H, t) in
low "elds. In this paper we extend the previous
analysis to low "eld, and show how the polarization could be understood using a cut-o! correlation
function.
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Fig. 1. Asymmetry [JP ] data (symbols) in AgMn(0.5 at%) in
X
a LF-lSR experiment. The solid lines are "ts to Eq. (3) where
C(t)t is given by Eq. (2) and q(t)"2ct\V exp[!(lt)W]. The
best values are: x"0, y"0.308(3), l"2.01(1) MHz, c "

15.9(3) MHz, and b"0.416(5).

In Fig. 1 we present LF-lSR result for "elds
ranging from 15 to 3840 G. In "elds )120 G,
wiggles are observed in the data. These wiggles
could not be accounted for by the simple approach,
and a more complete approach should be adopted.
Here, we improve the analysis of Ref. [1] by using
[3,4]



1 R
(t!q)q(q) cos(uq) dq.
(2)
C(t)t"
c

We normalize the integral by 1/c so as to make C(t)t
independent of the pre factor c.
In a related paper it is shown that expression (2)
forecasts the wiggles seen in Fig. 1 [5]. In addition,
if the wiggles survive for time t , then for t't ,


and for "elds H'(c t )\, one expects C(t)tJ
I 
t/H\V and the scaling relation should hold. Since
the wiggles in Fig. 1 prevail for t &2 ls, all data

sets should collapse into one function for "elds
higher than 100 G and at t'2 ls. In Fig. 2 we
show the muon polarization as a function of t/HA,
with c"1, for high "elds. Indeed, scaling holds at
t/H'0.02 (and even earlier) meaning x"0.
In the scaling procedure some precautions
should be taken since high "elds alter the positron
trajectories in an unknown way. As a result, the
e!ective e$ciency of the positron detectors is
a function of the "eld. This e!ect, known as an
a change, amounts to a shift in the base line of the
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Fig. 2. The asymmetry in a LF-lSR plotted as a function of
t/H for "elds higher than 240 G.

polarization (when the a change is small as in here).
While this phenomenon hinders the "ts to particular models, its e!ect on scaling could be accounted
for with the equation P(H, t)"P(t/HA)#g(H)
where g(H) is a function of the "eld alone. As
a result when one plots P, obtained at di!erent
"elds, as a function of t/HA as in Fig. 2, the trajectories should run parallel to each other rather than
fall on top of each other. That is indeed the case for
the 3840 G data and a constant has been subtracted
from the data set. Thus, using scaling for determining c is not very sensitive to a changes. The tradeo!
is the poor acuracy with which c is determined
(&10%).
In order to go further with the analysis we must
either assume a particular function for o or assume
a particular outcome of the integration in this
equation. We choose the latter and use the phenomenological expression
P(H, t)"exp(![c C(t)t]@).
(3)

This form was observed by many groups, in spin
glasses at HP0 [1,6]. We can evaluate c and

b from the zero-"eld data. Since f (0)"1 one
expects
C(t)t"2t\V/(2!x)(1!x)#O(t\V).
Therefore, the early time behaviour of the polarization is given by P(0, t)"exp(![jt]\V@) where
j"[2c /(2!x)(1!x)]\V. For the example

presented here, we "nd x"0 (from scaling) and we
expect P(0, t)"exp[!(c t)@], at early time, from

which c and b could be obtained.
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Finally, we assume a more explicit form for the
cut-o! function. Inspired by Ogielski's [7] dynamical simulations in a spin glass, we take
f (t)"exp[!(lt)W].

(4)

In order to obtain l and y from the experiment we
developed a "tting procedure based on Eqs. (3) and
(2) with Eqs. (1) and (4). The solid lines in Fig. 1 are
obtained by such a "t. First, x, c , and b are kept

"xed at the values previously determined, and the
best values for l and y are found. Then, all parameters are freed and a global "t is performed. In the
global "t we allowed 30% freedom in H for "elds
)30 G in order to account for the sample's susceptibility, and since the power supply is not designed to give accurate values in such small "elds.
The global "t with x"0 yields y"0.308(3), l"
2.01(1) MHz, c "15.9(3) MHz and b"0.416(5).

A similar experiment shows that at higher
temperatures x'0. Thus, in AgMn(0.5 at%) prior
to the spin glass freezing there is a transition

from a cut-o! power to a pure cut-o! correlation
function.
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